T he Guidelines for the Use of Animals in Research
give advice on the number of subjects to be used in experiments as follows: 'In laboratory studies or field studies involving manipulations potentially detrimental to the animal or the population, the researcher should use the smallest number of animals necessary and sufficient to accomplish the research goals'. This advice can be applied in a straightforward way to most studies. However, in situations where different groups of individuals within the study are subject to manipulations that differ considerably in their detrimental effect, then things become more complicated. I agree with McConway (1992) that 'the overall aim is to reduce suffering and not simply the number of animals used'. Here I contend that, in situations where groups of subjects differ in the potential detrimental effects of study manipulations, minimizing suffering may not be the same as minimizing the total number of subjects used.
A very common type of experimental design involves comparison between a group of individuals that are subject to some manipulation by the experimenters and a (control) group whose members are unmanipulated. The distributions of some measurement made on individuals in the two groups are compared, often using a simple Mann-Whitney U test or t test. If the manipulation is likely to involve some suffering to the animals, then alternative experimental designs involving repeated measures or pairwise comparisons may be considered (Still 1982; McConway 1992) . Unfortunately, these are sometimes impossible or impractical; even so, the experimenter can seek to minimize suffering by performing a power calculation. As discussed by Still (1982) and McConway (1992) , for many common statistical tests, power can be calculated analytically (Cohen 1988; Zar 1996) . The t test is one such test; if the experimenter specifies the required significance level, power and minimum detectable difference between the population means, together with an estimate of the population variance, then a relatively simple iterative calculation (Zar 1996, page 135) yields an estimate of the minimum sample size required in the experiment. Instead of using this sample size in both groups, experimental designs with unequal numbers in the groups can be used without loss of power; these designs can reduce overall suffering in experiments where the experimental manipulation involves considerably more suffering than the control manipulation. As an example, consider the t test mentioned above: in this case, equivalent unbalanced designs are easy to find using the method described below.
We first use standard methods to calculate the minimum group size assuming equivalent sized groups (N e ). Our object is to reduce the number in the manipulated group (N m ). If we select some value for N m such that (0.5N e <N m <N e ), then the number of individuals required in the control group (N c ) to give as powerful a design as the balanced one (or very slightly more powerful) is given by the simple formula (Zar 1996, page 132):
Where this number is not an integer, N c is the next largest integer. Table 1 shows the result of this exercise for various values of N e and N m . We can see that reducing the number of subjects in the manipulated group has to be paid for by adding more subjects to the control group than were removed from the manipulated group. The larger the required decrease in the size of the experimental group, the more we must add to the control group, and so the more subjects we must use overall. However,
